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Abstract
Radio Frequency Identification technology has been a focal point of recent innovations in home appliance. The
smart fridge is now a prominent area of interest for both academics and businesses for its potential to transform
our kitchen experience; however the current market price of a smart fridge is highly expensive and out of budget
for the average consumer.
A close examination of possible factors shows that while the price of RFID components is constantly decreasing,
overall cost remains high enough to make the smart fridge a luxury product.
Implementing adaptive characteristics in high frequency RFID reader/tag will increase the capability to adapt to
specific environments such as humidity and different interferences with fridge environment.
In this paper, we introduce a low cost enhanced design smart fridge based on adaptive high frequency RFID
combined with the traditional smart fridge features and a freshness detection capability. Our design not only
outperforms the existing ones in price but also presents the consumer with information on the freshness of fruits
and vegetables.
Keywords: RFID, smart fridge, home appliance, food management, health, smart home
1. Introduction
Radio Frequency identification technology has been the focal point of innovation for the last two decades.
Constant improvement has been made since the days of World War II. Fridges are now equipped with readers
and tags of a much smaller size and of increasingly low cost. These improvements have opened the way to
integrate RFID technology into brand new applications such as animal breeding, retail management, health
conditions tracking devices and various home appliances. Both industry and research have focused on
developing smart homes (Chan, Esteve, Escriba, & Campo, 2008).
Amongst home appliances, the smart fridge has become a vibrant area of recent research, with academics and
businesses cooking up ever more innovative concepts. We now have fridges with multimedia capability,
entertainment hub possibilities, food management, dietary control and recipe suggestion features.
The RFID systems used while designing the smart fridge come in different flavors from the point of view of the
frequency of fridge usage. Selecting the most suitable frequency is subject to the technological developments of
systems of different operating frequencies, which is directly related to the cost of system as well as physically to
the properties of electromagnetic waves at those different frequencies.
Some of the current RFID fridges available on the market were designed based on Low Frequency (LF), 134kHz.
The LF RFID has been in use by RFID systems for years. This fact, together with the less stringent requirements
made on the electronics operating in this frequency range, has made this type of RFID very cost effective.
Additionally, electromagnetic waves operating in the LF range are the least affected by the presence of metals
due to their particular penetration depth. LF waves can also travel through water with minimal attenuation when
compared to high frequency waves. These properties make the LF RFID ideal for a fridge environment. However,
the LF RFID system does present the major drawback that the reader can only scan one item at any one time.
Technical reports and design manual (Amal, 2006) often discuss the characteristics of RFID. This makes using
LF RFID technology impractical for our purposes; as one of the main abilities of the smart fridge is the capacity
to differentiate itself from the line of sight and single scan method used by bar code technology.
Use has also been made of the Ultra High Frequency (UHF) RFID tag, due to its relatively inexpensive cost.
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UHF systems have established themselves as viable alternatives to the LF and HF system in designing smart
fridges. One of the main advantages of UHF RFID is its much faster read rate of transponder information, thus
allowing the transmission of higher amounts of data. Despite these encouraging factors, UHF RFID is not very
appropriate for the design of the RFID enabled refrigerator. Not only do UHF RFID work well around metals,
which reflect UHF electromagnetic waves, but come in very expensive once paired with the necessary tools such
as the Universal Software Radio peripheral (USRP), daughterboard and antenna which are necessary for their
proper operation (Eric, Nishit, & Hiran, 2011). In addition, water absorbs UHF waves, making them unusable for
animal tagging.
The novel design proposal discussed in this essay presents a concept for a RFID fridge that uses a HF RFID
unity. The fridge is to be equipped with an adaptive reader that simultaneously avoids water absorption and metal
interference and while providing faster reading rates. It also permits an “all scan together” function, contrary to
low frequency RFID unity models. The fridge is capable of recipe suggestion, automatic replenishment, dietary
control and in-fridge item management. The user receives updated information of what items are about to expire
and what to purchase. The user can also be acknowledged of this information via mobile terminal before a list is
generated for online shopping. An order confirmation will enable the fridge to generate and process an online
shopping order whereas a denial feedback from the user will allow the fridge to drop the command.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews currently available smart fridge technologies;
comparative analysis and proposed fridge architecture is discussed in Section 3, and Section 4 provides a
conclusion and future work.
2. Available Smart Fridge Concepts
In this section, we enumerate a few of the smart fridge models concepts that are susceptible to hit the market and
discuss their scarcity. Numerous designs have been proposed in the last decades; however only fewer of them
were made commercial products. This has been highlighted in recent engineering and computer science
publications (Suhuai, Hongfeng, Yuan, Jesse, & Rukshan, 2008).
Although the proposed model has shown its potential in maintaining better nutrition and health, it is still in its
preliminary stage. There are many features and areas that can be improved and explored. Possible extensions
include Internet connection to allow downloading of recipes in real time, online shopping instruction etc.; the use
advanced radio-frequency identification (RFID) tag system to replace bar code system to uniformly store item
information; integrate into the fridge a scale to allow automatically weight food or drink such as milk; implement
mobile control to allow user to remotely control the fridge using mobile phone.
Another example in academic publication (Philipp, 2011) consists of a midrange RFID reader attached to the
fridge door that can read tags for up to 50cm. The paper resents a concept and prototype for a refrigerator that
can visualize the nutritional information by inflating airbags that are built into the fridge. At the same time the
airbags function as preventers as they push food out of the fridge if the nutritional data inside the fridge is
unhealthy. However the Feedback Fridge at the current stage of development is not aiming to be a real product
but to be thought provoking. The author argues that it is doubtful that people would want a product in their
households that forces them to a certain behavior and basically denies its proper usage. Even though it might be
desirable to have technology shape people’s decisions and the effects their actions have.
Fridgets: Digital Refrigerator Magnets, (Jacqueline, Kristy, & Ryan, 2005) is a great academic achievement that
focuses on a need for a human-centered exploration of solutions for the elderly demographic. The design links
the elderly person with useful and empowering information and loved ones; entertainment in the form of games
and other multimedia possibilities; practical functions, such as shopping lists and medicine reminders are also
taken into consideration. Although the central location of the Fridget system is key to creating a presence in the
home that will combat loneliness and feelings of isolation, criticism of the design tends to revolve around the
mystery of the hardware; the system will be too far expensive.
While most of the designs are still in a prototype phase, fewer of them were made commercial products.
2.1 Commercial Smart Fridge
Smart fridge uses RFID technology to lower inventory management cost and protect high value products.
According to Joe Pleshek, Chief Executif Officerat Terso Solutions, RFID enables fridge improves regulatory
compliance and manage products expiration date. From Terso Solutions to LG and Samsung, companies have
expanded the line of RFID enabled enclosures with the new refrigerator that makes better use of space; capture
inventory transaction at the item level by the user.
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2.1.1 Samsung’s RF4289 Wi-Fi Smart Fridge
The RF4289 is a Wi-Fi connected refrigerator with LED and an 8-inch LCD screen with access to kitchen
relevant applications such as Google calendar, WeatherBug forecasts, recipes suggestion, AP news and Pandora
music. It also allows the user to leave notes for other users. Its retail price is approximately $3499.
2.1.2 LG Smart Fridge for 2012
The new LG smart fridge is now connected to smart TV and smart phone, which enable convenient monitoring
of the operational status of the appliance. Its core features are device-to-device connectivity and enhanced smart
management.
2.1.3 Cool Media Fridge Freezer
With its 17-inch high definition LCD screen, this fridge boasts superior cooling performance and features. It is
highly rated for its energy efficiency, integrated speakers, USB ports, CD/DVD and its high adjustable front
supports. The price for the KG28FM50 is approximately Euro 2100.
2.2 The Current Scarcity of Smart Fridges
Smart appliances, including RFID fridges, are about to revolutionize how we spend our time at home, especially
in regards our kitchen experience. Smart fridge technology involves the integration of many other technologies
embracing Radio Frequency Identification technology.
RFID works excellently in a lab environment, but has many high hurdles to overcome before it can completely
replace current scanning technology.
2.2.1 The Issue of Price
While retailers are already experimenting with RFID tags on high-ticketed, non-grocery items, the technology is
still too expensive for many low value items found in grocery stores for instance, potato, tomato and other items.
(Brad, Alfonso, & Raj, 2006) of the RFID lab at University of Wisconsin, agrees that cost is still a problem, since
for most organizations; the main barrier to adoption today is lack of Return On Investment. To overcome this, tag
costs must come down further, and there must be some very visible examples of companies realizing a
significant return on investment across multiple cases.
Ongoing research is developing promising solutions; one promising front is conductive ink and the emerging
field of “printable tags”.
2.2.2 The Issue of Maturity
Currently, RFID programs are in the infant stages of their development with the majority of applications being
centered around distribution centers, where pallets or truckloads are scanned at one time by a reader picking up
an RFID tag on the outside of each pallet. While a few individual products are equipped with these tags (mostly
high-end electronics or building materials), the size and expense of the current crop of tags is prohibitive for
most single-item use. So, the application of RFID technology to the smart fridge is still mostly prototyped in a
lab environment but the feasible technology is imminent. The technology has been covered by academics papers
where practitioners where constraint to swich from the ideal to a more convenient choice, (James, Greggory,
Michael, & Bret, 2007) in order to reach their research goal.
2.2.3 Issue of Privacy
Besides cost and lack of stability, privacy issues are a growing concern. While the use of RFID increases security
in some areas, the very nature of RFID communication poses a number of new privacy and security risks. More
and more consumer groups are protesting, saying that consumer privacy will be threatened. RFID security has
even come up for discussion in several US states. One of the most vocal consumer groups against the
implementation of RFID in retail stores is (Consumers Against Supermarket Privacy Invasion and Numbering
[CASPIAN], 2013)” headed by Katherine Albrecht. Albrecht states two examples, one of which is hypothetical,
where consumer privacy is abused.
2.2.4 Issue of Security
The issues relating to security are often those that involve fake or illegitimate tags, rather than readers. The main
security problem is that tags can very easily be counterfeited or copied. The smart Fridge is frequently designed
to perform online shopping and communication functions, opening the door to Internet traffic, known for its
security issues. This gives rise to a host of problems. Given the example of tagged objects and the intelligent
fridge that warns its users if a product has exceeded its best-before-date, the question arises how this date will be
protected against alterations on the way of the product throughout the supply chain, as well as who is responsible
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for the acccuracy of this data.
d
Imagine reeceiving spam
m email, adverrtisement from
m your retailerrs or your Sm
mart Fridge tellling you that your
fridge is em
mpty when you had just repllenished the daay before.
Another concern of secuurity and privvacy issue is ddirectly relatedd to EPC archhitecture itself.. As in the case of
RFID wireeless communnication, true ssecurity is sorrely lacking inn the design oof the EPC gllobal Network
k and
especially the ONS. It iss likely that thee final design oof the EPC gloobal Network w
will include soome kind of ce
entral
certificate authority (CA
A), (Traub, 20005). How scallable this will turn out in reeal applicationns, remains unc
clear.
Moreover,, such a CA woould constitutee another singlle point of failure and wouldd have to be truusted by all cu
urrent
and futuree parties involvved. The forthhcoming EPCIS Discovery S
Services should be designedd carefully, as these
will infer hhuge privacy risks
r
(global cooverage, possibble transfer of the full EPC).
Current sm
mart fridge haas various issuues. This papeer proposed too address the issue of price and the issu
ue of
maturity oof the smart fridge
f
technollogy by introdducing the use of high frequency RFID
D system; which is
significanttly cheaper thaan the RFID syystem used so ffar for designing the smart fr
fridge.
3. Proposeed RFID Frid
dge
The RFID
D Smart Fridgge is an autoomated inventtory managem
ment system aallowing userss to manage their
refrigerateed stock in real time. The RF
FID Smart Fridge tracks all transactions aand can providde alerts config
gured
to notify uusers of criticaal operations, for example thhat fridge tem
mperature has eexceeded perm
mitted maximu
um, a
certain prooduct expires in few days, orr that volume oof a product staands below a m
minimum par llevel. In additiion, a
temperaturre profile for every
e
product is stored from
m the time of entry to the tiime of leavingg the Smart Frridge.
Authorizedd personnel wiith the right acccess credentiaals only, can acccess the RFID
D Smart Fridgge making the stock
very securre. All data cann be viewed thrrough the Interrnet via mobilee terminal.
Online shoopping is autoomatically activvated whenever the Smart F
Fridge is running out of stocck. A confirm
mation
alert is sennt to the houseehold. The friddge proceeds tto execute onlline replenishm
ment when thee user sends ba
ack a
favorable permission, while
w
the fridgge drops the command whhen the user ggives a negatiive feedback. It is
important to note that the inventory off online shops iis stored in a ddatabase directtly connected tto the fridge.
3.1 Designn Architecture
This novell RFID fridge design architecture consists of a modified fridge that inccludes a RFID scanner and Wi-Fi
W
device (haardware), a wiireless commuunication protoocol (wireless communicatioons), and onlinne software, which
w
receives, sstores and anaalyzes fridge ccontent. It is iimportant to ppoint out that this design is different from
m the
existing prrototypes as it uses a high freequency reader that has undeergone further technical imprrovements to allow
a
water perm
meability and minimal interrference in thee presence of metallic objects. Albert Loozano-Nieto (2
2011)
focuses onn the design funndamentals annd highlights thhe technical asspects of RFID
D business appllications.
Figure 1 illlustrates our design
d
proposaal.

F RFID enabledd fridge
Figure 1. HF
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3.2 Requirrements: RFID
D 13.56 MHz - High Frequenncy Systems
Based on an in-depth coomparative stuudy, this reseaarch proposes a novel RFID
D fridge designn architecture, built
out of certtain selected features.
f
This research seleccts several staandard and adaaptive featuress to support higher
read rates based on an im
mproved RFID
D reader and ttag operating iin high frequenncy band. Higgh Frequency RFID
R
or 13.56 M
MHz RFID has been utilizedd in a wide vaariety of appliccations where a read distancce of up to 1 meter
m
and a higgh security levvel was requirred. High Freequency RFID
D is also the lleast regulatedd and standard
dized
bandwidthh globally.
Although signals in the HF range are more affected by metal and have more atttenuation whenn traveling thrrough
water, the transponders used for HF ssystems can bee manufactureed at lower cosst than transpoonders operatin
ng in
LF range. This is due too the fact thatt the antenna ffor HF system
ms can be made smaller, as sshown in Figu
ure 2.
Furthermoore, the need for
f less conducctive material to construct tthe antennas reesults in a relaatively low ov
verall
cost. Finallly, global unifformity acrosss the world in the frequencyy of 13.56 MH
Hz makes HF ssystems capab
ble of
operating iin many counttries.
Considerinng all the abbove facts, 133.56 MHz proomises to be an ideal freqquency of chhoice for livestock
identificatiion, animal im
mplantation annd other appliications that ddeal with the presence of m
metal and water, if
systems inn this HF rangee can be improoved to a greatter penetrationn depth and minnimal attenuattion when traveling
through water.
We proposse a Smart Fridge that is equuipped with suuch a RFID syystem. A HF R
RFID system iss required with
h not
only greatt high read ratees but also witth water perm
meability and ann improved peenetration depth. Since stand
dards
and regulaations are criticcal enablers foor many RFID
D applications, the RFID sysstem will compply with ISO15693
protocols (Barthel, 20005). This makkes it well suuited for applications like access contrrol, asset tracking,
warehousee management and livestock tagging.
Figure 1-22 shows an exaample of such iimproved 13.556 MHz HF RF
FID tag ready for animal impplantation.

Fiigure 2. Improvved 13.56 MH
Hz HF RFID (w
water and metaal resistant)
3.3 Designn Overview
Though thhe smart fridgge proposed inn this paper ddoes not differr from existinng models whhen viewed fro
om a
consumer perspective, thhe technical appproach is what makes it unnique. The maiin advantage is the integratio
on of
HF RFID systems, whhich enable a better perform
mance compaared to the cuurrent design proposal. Another
important fact is that sinnce the HF RFIID system dessign costs less than any otherr frequency rannge RFID systtems,
we expect this new appliication of RFID
D system to bee a breakthrouugh in this fieldd and to signifi
ficantly lower smart
s
fridge costts.
Figure 3 hhighlights the main
m advantagee of the propossed design in tthis paper.
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Figure 3. Networked friidge
3.4 Characcteristics
The functiionality of currrent refrigeratoors is quite lim
mited. Whereass the traditionaal refrigerator sstruggles with food
managemeent, efficiencyy in shoppingg and cookingg decision maaking, the RF
FID enabled rrefrigerator an
nd its
user-frienddly interface offfers some trem
mendous user--centric functioons.
In busy hoomes, where faamilies strugglle to stay connnected, we mayy see smart friddges serving aas the hub of fa
amily
activity. W
With calendars,, weather updaates, and the laatest news fam
mily members can see what'ss on the agend
da for
the weekeend while grabbbing a quick snack Report any other anaalyses perform
med, including subgroup ana
alyses
and adjustted analyses, indicating thoose that were pre-specified and those thaat were exploratory (though
h not
necessarilyy in the level of
o detail of priimary analyses). Consider pputting the detaailed results of these analyse
es on
the suppleemental onlinee archive. Disccuss the implications, if anyy, of the ancilllary analyses for statistical error
rates.
3.4.1 Invenntory
The RFID-enabled refriggerator allows customers to keep an up-too-date inventorry of their refrrigerated goodss and
have this information displayed
d
on a LCD screenn on the refriigerator door. Because eachh item or goo
od is
associatedd with a RFID tag containingg information rranging from eexpiration datee to ingredientts, object name
e and
more, the RFID enabledd fridge will bbe able to ideentify items ass they are takeen in and out of the unit, hence
h
eliminatingg food waste through constaant monitoring..
3.4.2 Recippe Suggestionn with Regards to Health Connditions
The smartt fridge technology seeks tto bring ease in user daily life by makinng the kitchenn experience more
enjoyable. The lack of cooking decisioon making enccountered in thhe use of tradittional refrigeraator is addresse
ed by
providing user with a recipe generatioon feature. A reecipe is suggessted as soon ass an item is beeing taken in or
o out
of the unitt. The more iteems the user takes, the largeer becomes thee recipe as moore and more iingredients bec
come
available.
3.4.3 Autoomated Replennishment
The compplete automatiion of the friidge unit is expressed by its ability too generate a shopping list and
automaticaally order repleenishment. Thhe RFID refrigerator orders iitems online baased on user consumption ha
abits.
Building oon the proliferaation of onlinee services, e-coommerce and home deliveryy services exissting nowadayss, the
lifestyle off the user in thhe kitchen can be greatly impproved. How w
would it feel too have your friidge order anything
you need w
while you fulffill your daily task, or watchh your TV andd have food deelivered at youur doorstep, lea
aving
the entire kkitchen managged through yoour fridge.
3.4.4 Interraction
Constant hhuman machiine interactionn is a key fuunction of the smart fridge’s general design. Prior to
o any
replenishm
ment order, a communicatio
c
on takes place between the RFID fridge aand its user vvia an inbuilt Short
S
Message S
Service. The user
u
is sent a notification vvia his mobilee device or otther selected terminal when
never
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chosen stock has run out. A command confirmation by the user enables the fridge to order replenishments while
a denial response orders the fridge to drop the shopping as one can decide to not purchase the same items if one’s
taste has changed or for any other reason.
Other types of interactions are:
• Alerts - To combat food waste and food loss, an alert message is provided on food expiration date, both before
and after the period. This encourages the user to fully use all items in the fridge prior to their expiration date.
• Message Board - While a kitchen is an important environment for family gathering and care, it can also serve
as a node of communication between family members. Through the smart fridge’s message board, one can leave
important notes to one another. A mother cooking breakfast for her child would, for example, like to know the
weather so she can dress her children accordingly.
4. Conclusion
The features for the smart fridge proposed in this paper are similar to existing smart fridge capabilities. However,
the main advantage of this design proposal resides in the innovative RFID system integrated into the fridge. The
improved HF RFID system makes it possible to read multiple tagged items at the same time. Furthermore, after
enhancing the penetration depth and water permeability of the RFID system, the performance of the fridge is
made greater than the current proposed designs. Also, it is important to point out that the design of HF RFID
system is far less expensive than other frequency ranges adopted by other designs.
In our further work, we will design the proposed smart fridge and address the security and privacy concerns that
currently place a brake on the availability of the smart fridge on the market.
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